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1. INTRODUCTION AND EXAMPLES 
Let G he a finite group, p a prime number. A p-modular character of G is 
called liftable, if it is the restriction of some ordinary character to the p’- 
elements of G. Let f?, be the class of finite groups all whose absolutely 
irreducible p-modular characters are liftable (for the exact definition see 
Section 2 of this paper). By a well-known theorem of P. Fong and R. Swan 
(cf. 16, Theorem 72.11) the p-soluble groups are contained in 8,. It is, 
however, easy to find examples of 5$,-groups which are not p-soluble. Let q 
be a power of a prime. Then PSL(2, q) E & if and only if q = - 1 (mod 4). 
If p is an odd prime dividing q* - 1, then PSL(2, q) E 5?!,. This follows from 
the decomposition numbers of PSL(2, q) which are calculated in Cl]. 
It is a simple but very important observation that the degree of a liftable 
irreducible Brauer-character divides the group order. Let BP be the class of 
groups in which every absolutely irreducible p-modular character has this 
property. Thus X!?p is contained in a,. The alternating group A, belongs to 
3,. On the other hand, it is not an element of 2, since it has 2-modular 
characters of degree 2 which are not liftable. So in general Dp properly con- 
tains f!,. 
Factor groups of B,-groups need not be C!,-groups again. For example, 
the linear group SL(2, 5) belongs to JZ!,, A, = PSL(2, 5) does not. (The 
details of this and the following examples are omitted. The interested 
reader is referred to [ll, Sect. 11.) Let Gp be the class of all factor groups 
of 2!,-groups and define Bp as follows: A finite group G is in BP if the p’- 
part of the degree of every absolutely irreducible p-modular character 
divides the order of G. Finally, let .C? (2, 3, 5) be the intersection of the 
classes 8, (Qp, 2),, %,,) extended over all primes p. The purpose of this 
paper is to investigate some properties of 2!,-, QJ-, 53 and e-groups and to 
exhibit some connections to BP-, sjp, 3- and D-groups. 
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The first result in this direction is Corollary 3.8 below, which asserts that 
every composition factor of an g,-group (and hence of an @,-group) 
belongs to BP. In particular, composition factors of L?-groups are %- 
y the Fong-Swan theorem, f! contains the soluble groups, 
the reverse inclusion does not hold. As was mentioned already, 
SL(2, 5) is in &, and it is easy to see that it also belongs to & and Z5. 
Thus SL(2, 5) is a nonsoluble ?&group. In [ 111 the reader can find some 
more examples of nonsoluble Qgroups. All these groups only involve A, as 
nonabelian composition factor. 
In Section 4 of this paper the question of which nonabelian s 
groups belong to 5 is examined to some extent. For example it is s 
that M,, is the only sporadic simple group in 3. Also, if G is a projective 
special linear group in 5, then G = PSL(2, q), 4 even, or G = PSL(2, 3’1, 
1 <e < 4. Furthermore, the Suzuki- and Ree-groups are shown not to 
belong to 3, This result and the methods involved lead to the conjecture 
that the above-mentioned groups are the only nonabelian simple groups in 
%,. From this conjecture it would follow that only very few simple groups 
can be composition factors of P-groups. By imposing further restrictions to 
the classes of groups considered, it is possible to derive results of the 
desired type, without proving the conjecture. The following two theorems 
are the main results of this paper. Their proof employs the classification 
theorem of the finite simple groups. 
THEOREM A. Let G be an Q-group such that every factor group of G also 
belongs to 2. Then G is soluble. 
THEOREM B. Let G be an e-group such that every normal subgroup of G 
also belongs to E. Then every nonabelian composition factor of G is 
isomorphic to the alternating group A,. 
As a corollary to Theorem A we obtain that no nonabelian simple group 
belongs to 9. Theorem B tells us that A, is the unique nonabelian simple 
group in 2. It is this fact which is actually proved later on, and which 
Theorem B is derived from. While the converse of Theorem A clearly ho1 
this is not the case for Theorem B, since the symmetric group S, is not a 
member of E. 
2. NOTATION 
All groups considered in this paper are finite, all modules finitely 
generated. Let p be a prime number. By a p-modular system we mean a 
complete discrete valuation ring R with field of fractions K of ~hara~teri~ti~ 
0, and residue class field k = R/xR of characteristic p. Here nR denotes the 
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unique maximal ideal of R. Let G be a group. If K and k are splitting fields 
for G and all its subgroups, then (K, R, k) is called a splitting p-modular 
system for G. In the following we assume that for every finite group G and 
every prime p a splitting p-modular system for G has been chosen. 
A kG-module M is called liftable, if there exists an RG-lattice X (a 
finitely generated R-free RG-module) such that x= XOR krM. In this 
situation, X is called a lift of M and it4 is called the reduction of X modulo 
p. If M affords the Brauer-character cp and X affords the ordinary character 
x, then 9 is just the restriction of 2 to the p’-elements of G. 
For an RG-lattice X set XK = XOR K. An RG-submodule Y of X is called 
pure, if X/Y again is a lattice. Note that Y is a lattice since R is a principal 
ideal domain. We remark that if 
o-+x-+ Y-+Z-+O 
is an exact sequence of RG-lattices, then 
o+x-+p-+z-+o 
also is exact. In particular, if Y is a pure submodule of X, then P is embed- 
ded in K The RG-lattice X is called simple, if the only pure submodules are 
0 and X itself. (Of course, a simple lattice is not simple as RG-module). It is 
an easy exercise to verify that X is a simple lattice if and only if XK is a sim- 
ple KG-module. 
We are now ready to define the classes of groups considered in this 
paper. The group G is called a 2\,-group if every simple kG-module is lif- 
table. The class of factor groups of $-groups is denoted by &,. The group 
G is in BP (s,,) if dim,(M) (the p/-part of dim,(M)) divides the order of G 
for every simple kG-module M. Let B, E, 3, 3 denote the intersection of 
the respective classes, exteneed over all prime numbers. 
Where it is convenient (e.g., in Section 4) we work with characters rather 
than modules. In this case we use the adjective “irreducible” instead of 
“simple.” 
3. NORMAL SUBGROUPS AND FACTOR GROUPS 
OF ~&-GROUPS 
It is not known whether a normal subgroup of an QP-group must belong 
to 2!p or not. The following simple lemma serves as a substitute for the 
general question. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let GE l$, and let H be a normal subgroup of G. Let M be a 
simple kG-module, which has the t conjugates M = M, ,..., M, in G. Then 
there is a simple RH-lattice Y such that 
8=d,M,@ .‘. @dtM, 
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with nonnegative integers d,, dl # 0. (Here and in the following dN denotes 
the d-fold direct sum of the module N.) Moreover we have 
Proof. Let N be a simple kG-module containing (such a module 
always exists since the induced module MG is finite dimensional and con- 
tams &I). By Cliffords theorem there is a natural number e such that 
Nu=eM,@ ..’ @eM,. 
Now let X be a lift of N and choose Y to be a minimal pure RH-submodule 
of X. Since purity of modules is transitive, Y is a simple R 
is embedded in ZH = eM, 0 . . . @ eM,, the first part of the lemma follows. 
To prove the second part, let k be the algebraic closure of k. Since k is a 
splitting field for G and H, the modules M’= MOk k and Nk = NOk k are 
simple. By tensoring the above equation, we obtain 
(N’),=eMF@ ‘.’ @eMf. 
Let T be the stabilizer of h4: in G. Then the homogeneous component eMf 
is a simple FT-module. By [14, Satz V.17.51, e is the degree of an 
irreducible projective k-representation of T/H. There exists a central exten- 
sion E of T/H and a simple k&module of dimension e (cf. [4, Sect. 531). 
Now 
e 6 max (dimddl) / % simple k&module ‘, 
= max { dim,(L) 1 L simple k&module > 
d max { dim,( U) ( U simple K&module ). 
Here we have assumed without loss of generality that K and k are splitting 
fields for E. We further have 
(max(dim,(U)( U simple KE-module))‘< IE:Z(E)I d IT/H\. 
Together this yields e* d /T/HI and hence 
G 1T:f.q t2= JG:NI t. 
The lemma is proved now. 
We note two important corollaries. 
481,‘94:2-9 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let H be a normal subgroup in the gt,-group G. Then 
for every simple kH-module M there is a simple KH-module U with 
dim,(M) ( dim,(U). In particular, H belongs to BP. 
Proof: This is immediate, since Y is a simple lattice and hence U= YK 
is simple. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let H be a normal subgroup in the Z!,-group G. Let M 
be a simple kH-module. If the Sylow p-subgroup of H is cyclic and if M is 
invariant in G, then M is liftable. 
Prooj This is clear by Lemma 3.1, since M has no conjugates and all 
decomposition numbers are 0 or 1. 
In a later stage of this investigation we shall generalize the above results 
for certain subnormal subgroups of G, namely, for direct factors of minimal 
normal subgroups. But first we shall take a look at factor groups and com- 
position factors of f?!,-groups. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let H be a normal subgroup in the 9r-group G. Then 
G/Or(H) belongs to .Qr,. (Here OP(H) denotes the minimal normal subgroup 
of H with p-factor group.) 
Proof Let M be a simple k(G/OP(H)) -module, considered as kG- 
module, and let X be a lift of M. We have to show that OP(H) acts trivially 
on X. 
Let L=ker(X)= (gEG]xg= x, all x E X}. Then L 6 ker(X) = ker(M) 
and ker(M)/L is a p-group. Since H/OP(H) is a normal p-subgroup of 
G/OP(H), H/OP(H) and hence H operates trivially on M, i.e., H < ker(M). 
Now H/H~-I LE HL/L < ker(M),lL is a p-group, i.e., OP(H) <L. This 
proves the l.emma. 
We are now able to prove the following characterization of BP-groups, 
which implies gP _C scI,. 
LEMMA 3.5. A group if? is in II?, fund only if there is an exact sequence 
of groups 
I+P+G+i?‘-tl 
with P a p-group and G an IZp-group. 
ProoJ: The if part of the assertion is trivial. Conversely, let 8 = L/H 
with L E I!!,. By Lemma 3.4, L/OP(H) also is in 2,. Now H/OP(H) is a p- 
group and the following sequence is exact: 
1 -+ H/OP(H) -+ L/OP(H) -+ L/H + 1. 
The lemma is proved now. 
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Using this characterization of g,-groups and Lemma 3.1, we see at once 
that normal subgroups of $,-groups are in %,,. Even more is true, which 
we are going to prove now. We need some preparation. For the moment, 
let R be an arbitrary commutative ring. Let a: H, -+ H, be an isomor~hism 
of the groups H,, H,. If M is any iTH,-module we define the conjugate 
RH,-module Ma as follows: MU agrees with M as abelian group and has 
RH,-module structure 
mh = m(ha-‘), mEM, hEH2. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let H= H, x .. x H, be the direct product of the pairwise 
isomorphic groups Hi. Let ai: H, + Hi be fixed isomorphisms, c[~ = I. For 
each i choose a simple kH,-module Mi (of course (K> R, k) denotes a splitting 
p-moduhn system for H). Let %I be the set of all kH,-modules which are con- 
jugate (under Aut(H,)) to one of the modules M,aI:‘. Finally, let x be an 
autormorphism of H which permutes the Hi. Put M== M, @ . I. @ M,. Then 
Mu = AT, @ . . @ N, with Ni E 9%~~. 
Proof Since Ma is a simple kH-module we can write Ma = N, 0 r.. @ 
N, with simple kH,-modules Ni. Now CI permutes the direct factors 
H,. If H,.r- ’ = Hi, say, then (McY),= (M,) ard(Mja). On the other 
hand (Ma), = (N, @ . . . @ IV,),, z d’N,. Therefore N, = (Mj) x = 
M,q’(oljxa,‘) aiEm32cri. 
We are now ready to prove the following important theorem on com- 
position factors of Q,-groups. 
THEOREM 3.7. 
6. 
Let 3 be a nonabelian composition factor of the Q,-group 
Then there is an exact sequence of groups 
where P is a p-group and S has the following property: For every k~-rnod~~~ 
M (considered as kS-module) there is a simple &S-lattice Z such that Z is 
completely reducible and all the composition factors of .Z are conjugate to M 
under Aut (3). 
Proof Since every factor group of 2; again is in .QP, we may assume 
that 3 is isomorphic to the direct factor 8, of the minimal normal sub- 
group R=RA,x ... xi?, of 6. Let 
be an exact sequence of groups such that P is a p-group and G is in 2P. Let 
H and S be the inverse images of A and fil) respectively. Let A4 be a sim- 
ple k%module, considered as kS-module. For fixed isomorphisms 
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a,:,!?-+fiithemodule N=Ma,O ... @ Ma, is a simple k&module with P 
in its kernel. The G-conjugates of N also contain P in their kernel and 
therefore are kil-modules. As such they are outer tensor products, where in 
the first component only Aut(,!?)-conjugates of M occur (Lemma 3.6). 
Now for N choose an &H-lattice Y as in Lemma 3.1. Then P is com- 
pletely reducible with all composition factors conjugate to N. The restric- 
tion of P to S still is completely reducible with all composition factors con- 
jugate to M. If Z is a minimal pure KS-submodule of Y, then Z is a simple 
RS-lattice and Z is embedded in ( y),. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Composition factors of Q,-groups are ss,-groups. 
ProoJ: With the notation of the theorem, the dimension of M divides 
the rank of Z. Since ZK is simple, this rank divides the order of S and 
hence the p’-part of dim,(M) divides the order of 3. 
4. SIMPLE ~-GROUPS 
Since we are interested in nonsoluble E-groups, we have to search for 
nonabelian simple groups in 5,. It follows from James’ and Burkhardt’s 
work [ 16, l] that the groups M,,, PSL(2,2”), e > 2, PSL(2,9), PSL(2,27) 
and PSL(2,81) are in 3. In the following we inspect some series of simple 
groups and show that among these series no other B-groups occur. This 
leads to the conjecture that the aforementioned are all the nonabelian sim- 
ple groups in 5. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G = PSL(n, q), q =p’. Then G c 5 if and only if 
G = PSL(2,2”), e 3 1 or G = PSL(2,3’), 1 de ,< 4. In case G is in 3 it 
already is in a. 
Proof: We first consider the case n 3 3, G # PSL(6,2). Let G = GL(n, q) 
and let I be a prime such that r 1 q” - 1 but r + q” - 1, 16 m < n. We prove 
the existence of an absolutely irreducible r-modular character q of G with 
(r, q(l)) = 1 and q(l) not dividing IG(. Then we show that q is actually a 
character of PSL(n, q). Consider the principal r-block B of G. It is clear 
that the Sylow r-subgroup of G is cyclic. For the following, the P. Fong 
and B. Srinivasan papers [9, lo] on the blocks of the general linear group 
are essential. Since the principal character is unipotent, it follows from the 
concluding remark of Section 7 of [lo] that the nonexceptional characters 
in B are exactly those which are unipotent. Now the unipotent characters 
of G are labelled by partitions of n. It follows from the main theorem of 
[lo] that two unipotent characters x2, x,, (1, p partitions of n) are in the 
same r-block of G if and only if 2 and p have the same e-core, where e is 
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the order of q modulo Y (see Introduction of [ 10) ). In our case e equals pz 
by choice of Y. Since the principal character is labelled by the partition (n) 
which has trivial e-core, the unipotent characters of 5 are exactly those 
belonging to hook partitions (n -j, lj), 0 <j< n - 1. Let xj 
unipotent character corresponding to the partition (n -j f I, 
I <j 4 n. The Brauer-tree of B is a straight line segment with xj sitting on 
the jth vertex. The exeptional vertex is at the very right end of the tree 
next to the Steinberg-character x,, of degree qn(n-1)‘2. By Theorem (7 
[lo] the exceptional characters of B are labelled x~,~, where t is conjugate 
to some element (different from 1) of the defect group of B, and v is a 
product of partitions corresponding to some unipotent character xy of 
C,(t). Let 2 = C,(t). By choice of Y, i? is isomorphic to a Singer-cycle of G; 
hence $1 =q”- 1. Another way to write xI,” is xt,“= seseR$(t*~,) (see [SO, 
p. 1161). Since ?xx, is a l-dimensional character of 2, we have by the for- 
mula in [lo, p. 1131: 
Let p be the Brauer-character corresponding to xn - xr,“. Then 
cp(l)=q”‘“-“/2 -(q”-l-l)-+J-l). 
In a block with cyclic defect group, every irreducible Brauer-character 
height 0 [8, Theorem VII, 2.101, hence (r, q(l))= 1. If q(l)( [cl, t 
cp( 1) ( q” - 1. This is impossible for n >, 3 since 
It remains to prove that cp is a Brauer-character of PSe(n, q). Let x be any 
ordinary irreducible character of B and let g E Z(G). Then x(g) = x(I) n(g), 
where J is a linear character of Z(G). Since x is in the principal r-block, we 
have 
l-l(g)= ICl(g)\ -‘Cl(;;;j%(‘%R 
(of course, (K, R, k) is a splitting r-modular system for G). Since 
,$( g)lz’“)’ = 1 and Y + 12(G)\ this implies n(g) = 1. Hence x is a character of 
G/Z(G) = PGL(n, q). Now all the irreducible constituents of the reduction 
of x modulo Y also are characters of PGL(n, q). Finally, the restriction of q 
to PSL(n, q) remains irreducible, since (q - 1, q(l)) = 1. 
The same theory shows that PSL(6, 2) = Ge(6, 2) has an absolutely 
irreducible character of degree 587 (in characteristic r = 31). This completes 
the proof that no linear group of degree YI 3 3 is contained in 3,. 
Now let G = PSL(2, p”). From Burkhardt’s work [I] it follows tbat 
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G E D, for all primes r fp so we consider the irreducible p-modular charac- 
ters of G. These can be found, for example, in [ 11. Let pm be the mth prime 
number and let P, = njsMpj. Using Bertrand’s postulate, a simple induc- 
tion argument shows pi + 1 < P, for m > 4 (that is, for primes 9 7). The 
group G = PS-W, pk + 1 ), m > 4, has irreducible characters of degree p;, 
2 <:j< m, and 2” (e even) or 2’- ’ (e odd). If G were contained in %Pm+,, all 
these numbers and hence their product would divide /G/ = 
4~; + , (p$+ r - 1). This is impossible since pg+ 1 < Ph. 
It remains to consider the cases p = 3, 5, 7. Let G = PSL(2,7’), e odd. 
Then G has an irreducible Brauer-character of degree 2’-‘. Since 7* = 1 
(mod 16), the highest power of 2 dividing IG) is 23. If G is in & this 
implies e = 1,.3. The corresponding groups both have irreducible Brauer- 
characters of degree 5, but 5 not dividing the group order. Let 
G = PSL(2, 7’*). From G E Bb, we obtain the condition 32f174f- 1. 
However, 7 E 1 (mod 3) so this implies 32f/7’- 1 which is impossible. 
Similarly, the cases p = 3, 5 are ruled out leaving only the above exceptions 
for p = 3. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. (a) Let G= R(q) = 2G2(q), q = 22”+1, n > 1. Then 
G@,. 
(b) Let G= Sz(q) = 2B2(q), q = 22n+ ‘, n > 1. Let r be any prime 
dividing q - 2” + ’ - 1. Then G#sj,. 
(c) Let G’= PSU(3, q2), q > 2. Let r be any prime different from 3 
dividing q2 - q + 1. Then G 4 %,,. 
(d) Let G = PSp(4, q), q > 2. Let r be any odd prime dividing q2 + 1. 
Then G#%,,. 
Proof: (a) the decomposition matrix of the principal a-block of G is 
given in [19]. An easy calculation shows that the irreducible Brauer- 
character q)3 has degree pJ( 1) = (q - l)(q’+ 1 - 3”(q + 1)) (notation as in 
[19]). Now suppose the 2’-part of ~~(1) divides jG( = q3(q3 + l)(q - 1). 
Then (q* + 1 - 3”(q+ 1)) 1 q3 + 1 since (q2 + 1 - 3”(q + 1)) = 2 (mod 4). 
Furthermore, (q’+l-3”(q+l), qtl)=2, so (q*+l-3*(q+l))/ 
2(q* - q + 1). But this is easily seen to be impossible. 
(b) We can read off the existence of an irreducible r-modular charac- 
ter of degree q* - 1 from the Brauer-tree of the principal r-block of G (cf. 
[2, p. 4241). Let s be a prime divisor of q + 1. Then s fr and s does not 
divide IG/ =q2(q- l)(q2+ 1). 
(c) First notice that such an Y always exists, since 9 does not divide 
q* -q + 1. The Sylow r-subgroups of G are cyclic (Singer-cycle, [13]). The 
nonexceptional characters of the principal r-block of G have degrees 1, 
q(q - l), q3, whereas the exceptionals have degree (q + l)“(q - 1) (see the 
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character-tables in [23]). This only leaves two possibilities for the Brauer- 
tree: 
1 
0 
4(4- 1) (q+ u*Gl- 1) q3 
0 5 
This leads to an irreducible Brauer-character whose degree is q* - q - 1 or 
q3 - 1. Both numbers are prime to r and do not divide the group order. 
(d) 0f course, q2 + 1 is not a power of 2, so r always exists. Furl 
more, r does not divide q2 - 1, so a Sylow v-subgroup of 6 is cyclic [133. 
Here the nonexceptional characters of the principal r-block of G have 
degree I, iq(q - l)*, +q(q + l)‘, q4, the degree of the ~xce~ti~~als is 
(q2- I)* (character tables in [7] and [23]). After ruling out the trivial 
cases, this leaves two possible Brauer-trees: 
So G has an irreducible r-modular character of degree (q2 - I)* - 1 01 
$q(q + 1)’ - 1. Both numbers are relatively prime to r and do not 
Ia = ~W> 4 - 1)) q4(q4 - 1 )W - 1). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be one of the,following groups. 
(a) A sporadic simple group different from M,,; 
@I PSu(4, 32), PSU(5, 22), PSp(6,2), BSp(6, 3), PSp(8; 21, 
ps~“(8, 3), G,(3), F,(2), 2F4(2)‘, 3&(23); 
(c) A,, A,, A,, A,,; 
(d) PSU(6,2*), PSQ+@, 2), PSQ-(8,2). 
Then G 6 5. 
Pvoqf. (a), (b) For some of the sporadic simple groups the decom- 
position matrices have been calculated (e.g., [16]). The assertion can be 
read off from those matrices. For all the other groups listed, character 
tables are available as well as the block distribution of the ordinary charac- 
ters for all primes (cf. [20]). Using the same methods as in the proof of 
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Theorem 4.2(b)-(d) (of course for blocks with cyclic defect groups) the 
assertion is verified. 
(c) See the Appendix of [17] for p = 3. 
(d) The group PSU(6,2’) is isomorphic to the twisted group of Lie- 
type ‘AJ2”). The corresponding Lie-algebra has dimension 35 and a center 
of dimension 1. Modulo its center, this algebra is an absolutely simple 
PSU(6, 22)-module (cf. [12]). But 17 does not divide IPSU(6,2*)). 
Similarly, the Lie-algebra of PSl2’(8,2) modulo its center has dimension 
26 and is a simple PS.0 * (8, 2)-module. However, 13 does not divide 
IPSQ’(8, 2)\. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let G be a counterexample to Theorem A of minimal order and let H be 
a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since G/H also satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem A, it is soluble. Also H is nonsoluble and is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G. We have H = H, x ..* x H,, with pairwise 
isomorphic nonabelian simple groups Hi. First we generalize Lemma 3.1 
and its corollaries to the present situation. Write b(L) for the order of the 
outer automorphism group of a finite group L. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be a simple kH,-module which has t = t(M) con- 
jugates in Aut(H,), M= M(l) ,..., M(l). 
(a) There is a simple RH,-lattice Z such that 
Z=d,M”‘@ ..- @d MC’) f 
with nonnegative integers dj, d, > 0. 
(b) If M is invariant under Aut(H,) and if a Sylow p-subgroup of H, 
is cyclic, then M is liftable. 
(c) There is a simple KH,-module U such that dim,(M) 1 dim,(U) and 
(::$i;) < a. b(H,) * t(M) 
where a = 2 * 3 li3. 
ProoJ (a) This is just a restatement of Theorem 3.7 for the simpler 
case P= 1. 
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(b) This is clear. 
(c) Take N, Y and Z as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 and let U= ZK. 
Then U is a simple KH,-module with dim,(M) 1 dim,(U), SQ only the 
inequality remains to be proved. By Lemma 3.1(b) we have 
Now t(N) = t(M)” by 3.6 and also dim,(N) = (dim,(M))“. Since YK is a 
simple KH-module, we have YK = V1 0 . . 0 I’, with simple KH,-modules 
Vi. It follows that US V,. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
dim,( Vi) is minimal among the dimensions of the Vi (otherwise consider 
another component of H, x . . . x H,). Therefore rank,( Y) = dim,( YK) > 
(dim.(U))“. Together we get 
It remains to prove IG :HI 6 (a. b(H,))“, which is done as follows. Let 
L = n,,, N&H,). The homomorphism L -+ Aut(H,) x ... x Aut(H,) 
kernel C,(H) = C,(H) which is trivial since H is the unique minim 
ma1 subgroup of G. It follows that L is a subgroup of Aut 
. x Aut(H,) and hence 
IL/HI f IAut(H,)/H,l” = b(H,)“. 
Since G permutes HI,..., H, and since the kernel of this action is L, the 
group G/L is a soluble subgroup of the symmetric group S,. By a result of 
Dixon [S, Theorem 31 we have (G/L1 6 P. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
By the classification theorem of the finite simple groups, H, is one of the 
sporadic simple groups, an alternating group or a finite simple group of 
Lie-type. If H, is a sporadic group it can only be the Mathieu-group 
by Corollary 3.8 (or Lemma 5.1(c)) and Theorem 4.3(a). This group ha 
characteristic 11) a simple module of dimension 9 [ 16, Theorem 4.11. This 
module is invariant under Aut(M,, ) = M,, but not liftable, contradiction 
Lemma 5.1(b). 
Now suppose H, is an alternating group A,, m >, 7. The groups 
A, =PSL(2,4) and A,=PSL(2,9) will be considered later. By 4.3(c) we 
can assume m > 11. Let p be a prime dividing m. It is well known that 
has a simple module M of dimension m - 2 which is invariant u 
Aut(A,%) = S,. By 5.1(c) there is a simple K&-module U, whose dimen- 
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sion is a multiple of m - 2. From a paper of R. Rasala [21] it follows that 
dim,(U) > (m - 1 )(m - 2)/4. This yields 
(;!gyp) 2 6.25 > 2a = a * b(A,) . t(M), 
contradicting 5.1 (c). 
To show that H, cannot be a simple group of Lie-type, we first introduce 
some notation and prove a lemma. For a finite group G let h(G) be the 
smallest integer t > 1 such that G has an irreducible projective represen- 
tation of degree t over the field of complex numbers. For a group G of Lie- 
type let d(G) be the dimension of the corresponding Chevalley-algebra. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let L be a finite simple group of Lie-type, L # PSL(n, q), 
PSU(3, q2), PSp(4, q), *Mq), 2G(q). 
(a) We have 
h(L) 
b(L) d(L) 
> ali2 
except in the following cases. 
PSU(4, 22), PSU(4, 42), PSU(4, 32), PSU(4, S), Psu(5,2*), PSU(5,42), 
PSU(5, 3% PSU(6,2*), PSU(6, 32), PSU(7, 22), PSu(8, 22), ~su(9, 22), 
PSU(12,22); 
PSp(6,2)> PSp(6,3), PSp(6,5), PSp(8,2), PSp(8,3), ~sp(lo, 2), 
PSP(lO, 3); 
PSQ(7, 3); 
PSQ+(8,2), PSQ+(8, 3), PSQ+(lO, 2); 
PSQ-(8,2), PX-(10,2); 
P,(2); 2P,(2)‘; G,(3); 3&(23). 
(b) There is a simple kL-module M (the characteristic of k being the 
defining characteristic of L) satisfying 
diz:& > (a. b(L). t(M))“* 
k 
apart (possibly) from the following cases. 
PSU(4,2*), PSU(4, 32), PSU(5, 22), PSU(5,4*), PSU(6, 22), PSU(9, 22); 
J’sp(6 21, PSp(6 3), PSp@, 3), PSp(lQ3); 
PSQ+(8,2), PSQ’(8, 3); 
pss;I-(8, 2); P,(2); 2P,(2)‘; G,(3); 30,(23). 
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ProoJ: (a) Lower bounds for h(L) are given in [ 181, d(L) can be 
found in C3, p. 43 ] and b(L) is calculated in [25, Sect. 3] and [22, 
Theorem 7.11. We omit the details of the explicit calculations; the 
interested reader is referred to [ 111. 
(b) Let M be a nontrivial composition factor of the Chevalley- 
algebra corresponding to L. Then dim,(M) < d(L). Also h(L) 2 (b(L). 
W)P2, so it suffices to consider the groups listed in (a). If L = PSU(4, 5*), 
PSU(6, 32), PSU(12,2*) or PSp(6, 5) then M is just the Lie-algebra 
modulo its center (cf. [12]). The group L is contain as a normal sub- 
group in J? which is generated by L and the diagonal omorphisms of the 
Lie-algebra [25, Sec. 31. Of course, M is a &-module. Since the elements 
of L not contained in L are the diagonal automorphisms of L, we obtain 
that A4 is invariant under such automorphisms, and hence a better bound 
for t(M). This yields the result for these four groups. If (n, q + 1) = 1, then 
PSU(n, q’) = SU(n, q2). In this case we take A4 to be the natural module of 
dimension n. This proves the assertion for PSU(4,4’), PSU(5, 3’), 
PSU(7,2*) and PSU(8,2”). The same argument applies to the symplectic 
and orthogonal groups not occurring in the list of (b). 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem A. Suppose first that 
isomorphic to PSL(2, p’). Then H, has (in characteristic p) a simple 
module of dimension p. Choose U according to Lemma 5.1(c). Then p 
divides dim,(U) and U must be the Steinberg-module of dimension pe, 
which remains irreducible modulo p. Since U = ZK this forces e to be 1. 
Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 3.8 the only possibility left for H, is PSe(2, 5). 
But PSL(2, 5)r PSL(2,4), and this has already been ruled out. 
By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and Lemma 5.1(c), we are left with the grou 
of Lemma 5.2(b). Comparison with Theorem 4.3 leaves the grou 
PSU(4,2*), PSU(5, 42) PSU(9, 22), PSp(8,3) and P§p(lO, 3) as the only 
possibilities for H,. But PSU(4, 2’)~ PSp(4, 3) which excludes this group. 
Suppose N, = PSU(5,4*). We take p = 41 and proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. The principal 41-block of U(5, 42) has 5 nonexceptional 
characters corresponding to the hook partitions. y calculating the degrees, 
we see that the tree of the block is a straight line. Furthermore, all these 
characters remain irreducible when restricted to SU(5,4’) (since none of 
the characters has degree divisible by 5). Hence t e principal 41-blocks of 
U(5, 42) and PSU(5,4’) agree. Since the tree is a line, all ir 
Brauer-characters in the block are invariant under Aut(PSU(5,4*) 
all are liftable. This contradicts 5.1(b). With exactly the same arg~rn~~ts 
the group PSU(9, 22) is excluded (taking p = 19). 
Suppose H, = PSp(10,3). Then the Lie-algebra of N, is an absolutely 
simple N,-module M of dimension 55 (cf. [la]). Choose U accord 
5.1(c). Then 55 1 dim,(U) and dim,(U) < (a. b(N,). t(M))“2 dim 
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55(2 + a)“’ < 133 (since M is invariant under diagonal automorphisms). 
Hence dim,(U) < 110. By [18], however, we have h(PSp(lO,3)) 3 
$(3’- 1) = 121, a contradiction. 
Finally, suppose Hi = PSp(8, 3), and let (K, R, k) be a splitting 3- 
modular system for G. Let A be the simple complex Lie-Algebra of type C,. 
Then M= A, is a simple kH,-module of dimension 36 (cf. [12]). 
H, = C,(GF(3)) is generated by elements x,(t), r E CD, t E GF(3), where # is 
the root system of type C,. Let Gio be a subsystem of @ of type C, and let 
B be the corresponding (via a Chevalley-basis) subalgebra of A of type C3. 
If we put L = (x,(t) ) r E aO, t E GP( 3)), then N= B, is a simple kl-sub- 
module of A,+ of dimension 21. By [3, Theorem 12.1.11, L is isomorphic to 
PSL(6,3) or SL(6, 3). Now choose Z corresponding to M by Lemma 5.1. 
For U= ZK we have dim,(U) <dim,(M)(a~2)‘/2 < 36.2 (since M is 
invariant), hence dim,(U) = 36 or 72. But h(PSP(8, 3))840, so 
dim,(U) = 72. Also 2 = MO M. Now the first three character degrees of L 
are 1, 13, 78 (see the character tables in the CAS-library), so U, splits into 
l- and 13-dimensional modules. But N is a composition factor of (Z), 
hence must also be a composition factor of a reduction of U, module 3. 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem A. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We begin with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a perfect g,-group and let (K, R, k) be a splitting 
p-modular system for 6. Let M be a nontrivial simple k&nodule. Then if 
dim,(M) <h(e), dim,(M) is a power of p. 
ProoJ Let 1 -+ P -+ G + G + 1 be an exact sequence of groups such 
that P is a P-group and M is liftable. Let X lift M and put U = XK. If V is a 
simple KP-submodule of U with conjugates V= Vr,..., I’,, by Clifford’s 
theorem we have 
Up=eV, 0 ..* @eV,. 
Let T be the inertia subgroup of V in G. If we set T= T/P we have 
t = ) G : Tl = I(? : PI. Since t < dim,(M) < h(c) and G is perfect, this implies 
T=G, hence t=l. 
Now e is the degree of a complex projective representation of G/P = G, 
i.e., e = 1 or e 3 h(c). Again we have e = 1 by our assumption. Therefore 
dim,(M) = dim,( V) is a power of p. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let L be a finite simple group of Lie-type, L # PSL(n, q), 
PSU(3, q2), PSp(4, q), 2B2(q), 2G2(q). Then d(L) < h(L), except in the 
following cases. 
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PSU(4, P), PSU(4, 32), PSU(5,22), PSU(6,22), PSU(l,2”); 
PSp(6,2), PSp(4, 3), PSp(8,2); PSQ+(8,2), PSQ-(8,2); 
F&l; 2Cd2)‘; G,(3); 3W23). 
Proof. We can restrict our attention to the groups in the list of Lem- 
ma 5.2(a). The result now follows easily by comparing d(L) with the boun 
of h(L) in [18]. 
We next prove a characterization of A, which implies Theorem 
THEOREM 6.3. Let C? be a nonabelian simple group in 2. Then CT?? is
isomorphic to A,. 
ProaJ Among the sporadic simple groups, G can only be the Mathieu- 
group MI, by Corollary 3.8 and 4.3(a). We have already seen that M,, has 
a simple module of dimension 9 in characteristic 11. The Schur-multiplier 
of Ml, is trivial, so h(M,,) = 10 by inspection of the character table. 
Lemma 6.1 now excludes M,, as a member of 2. 
Next we consider the alternating groups A,, II 3 7. e first show that A, 
is not contained in 5,. Since A, is isomorphic to PSL(2,9), it has a simple 
module M of dimension 4 in characteristic 3. Suppose c = A, is in e3 and 
let G be a minimal extension of G (with kernel P) such that M is liftable. 
Let X lift M and put U= XK. If V is a simple submodule of 
dim.(V) = 1 and U, = V@ V@ V@ V (since the minimal index of 
subgroup of P&X(2,9) is 6). Hence the representation of P on 
scalar matrices. By the minimal choice of 6, it is also faithful. This imphes 
6’ n P = 1. Therefore G = A, x P which is a contradiction, since A, x P has 
no ordinary irreducible character of degree 4. As to the remaining alter- 
nating groups A,,, we can assume n > 11 by 4.3(c). Let p be a prime 
dividing n. Then A, has, in characteristic p, a simple module of d~rne~s~o~ 
n - 2. On the other hand we have h(A,) 3 n - 1 for n > 8, as is well known. 
Now if A, E E,, then n - 2 is power of p. Since p also divides II this implies 
p ==2. If n were a power of 2, we would have YI =2. Thus if Y is an odd 
prime dividing n, A, $2,. 
We next look at the exceptions of Lemma 6.2. By 4.3(b),(d) we are left 
with PSU(7,2”) = SU(7, 2’) as the only candidate for an %-group. In 
characteristic 2 this group has an absolutely irreducible representation of 
degree 7, which is less than the corresponding h(PSU(7, IZ2)). Now consider 
the groups PSL(2, 2”), e 3 2. These have, in characteristic 2, a sim 
module of dimension 2. If G is an extension of PSL(2, 2”) with kernel a L- 
group and G E I?,, then by a wellknown theorem of 
Thompson [6, Theorem 70.21 the only primes dividing G (and hence 
PSL(2,2’)) are 2, 3, 5. On the other hand, there is always a prime Y r 2e 
dividing 2” - 1 115, IX 8.41. Hence PSL(2, 2”) = A, is the only gron 
this series belonging to 2. Similarly PZ(2, 27) and PSL(2, 81) are rufed 
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out. By Theorem 4.1, no other projective linear group is in 25. Also the 
series of Theorem 4.2 need not be considered. 
All the remaining groups e have a module M with dim,(M) < h(G). We 
only need to show that we can always find such an M whose dimension is 
not a power of p. For M we first try a nontrivial composition factor of the 
Chevalley-algebra of G. The dimensions of these modules can be found in 
[ 121. Let G = PSU(Z+ 1, q’), I> 2. Here dim,(M) = I(1 + 2), if p does not 
divide 1 -I- 1, and dim,(M) = 1(1+ 2) - 1 otherwise. Since I > 2, I( I + 2) is not 
apowerofp.Al~o,ifp~(Z+l),I(I+2)-1=(I+1)~-2isnotapowerofp 
for 1>1. Let G=PSp(21,q) or PSQ(21+1,q). For p#2, dim,(M)= 
1(21+ 1 ), which is not a power of p. If p = 2, PSp(21, q) = PSQ(21-k 1, q) and 
we can assume l> 2 by Theorem 4.2. Here there are two modules of dimen- 
sions 21 and 212 - I - 2, respectively. Since I> 2, not both of these numbers 
can be powers of 2. Let G = PSQ’(21, q), 13 4. For p # 2, dim,(M) = 
1(21- 1) which is not a power of p. For p = 2 and 1= 2m + 1 odd, we have 
dim,(M) = 1(21- 1) - 1 = 2m(4m + 3) which is not a power of 2. If 1 is even 
we have dim,(M) = 1(2/- 1) - 2. Since PSSZ * (21,2”) E Q * (21,2”) we also 
have a simple module of dimension 22, so these groups are ruled out as 
above. Finally, it is easy to get rid of the remaining simple groups of Lie- 
type using [ 12) and 6.1. 
Theorem B is a simple corollary of Theorem 6.3. Let G be an G-group 
such that every normal subgroup of e is also in 5. Let p/z be a non- 
soluble chief factor of c. By hypothesis, if is in i! and, since Q is closed 
under homomorphic images, R/z is also in & For the same reason, a sim- 
ple factor of B/z must be an e-group. By Theorem 6.3 this can only be the 
group A, and Theorem B is proved. 
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